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THE FEMINIST ART JOURNAL FALL 1972
Louise Nevelson, "Dawn's Wedding Chapel", 1959, White Wood, 




Louise Nevelson, 72 years young is one of the foremost sculptors of our time. Born in Kiev, Russia, in 1900, and 
raised in Rockland, Maine, Nevelson struggled for more than thirty years before her genius received the public recogni- tion it deserved. Today, with a Whitney retrospective behind 
her, she is famous the world over with museums both large and small vying for their Sevelson. An artist of amazing vitali- ty and candor, Nevelson has never denied the difficulties 
she, as a woman, was forced to overcome during her struggle 
to the top. In this interview, she provides new insights 
into her latest work as well as furnishing us with some 
extremely provocative views of the art world she knows so 
well.
C.: In the article written about you in the New fork Times
It
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invention, it was an unfolding.
C.: In that article you described how you felt as a child.
seemed to me that you must have experienced the world aschaotic and threatening. It also seemed to me that you have
taken this chaotic world and restructured it given it an
order 
N.: Well, the first part of your statement isn't quite theway I would say it. The last part is just the way I would
say it. . . ._ .
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NEVELSON continued
C.: Even the way you live you have made a whole world for '
yourself.
N.: That is true. Now, you see, we're public people, and I
go out and I love people. Nevertheless, in my being I am a
private person and live that way. I have lived, so-called,
alone many, many years, almost all my adult life.
C.: That seems to be the condition of the artist in our
society.
N.: Well, I think it would be the condition of a being in any
society. If you are going to spend your life, your total
life, you cannot make compromises.
C.: And,ultimately one is alone.
Intrusions are like Splinters :  :  :
N.: One is alone of course, but even in daily living to have 
intrusions on the mind and awareness means that you are not 
finding your total being. Intrusions are like splinters.  
You have this hand, but if you have one small splinter in it, 
you can't function.
C.: It's true, but it's very difficult to keep those splinters 
out.
N.: Well, I don't think it's more difficult than having some- 
one intrude on you all the time.
C.: I'm very interested in the way art relates to the culture 
 How the artist is expressing the culture in the work that 
she or he does. I think your work is extremely expressive of 
our time but most artists don't consciously say "I'm going 
to express the culture that is around me." How do you feel 
about that?
N.: Naturally, the artist is a mirror for his time, and the 
times are a mirror for the artist. Consequently, you have to 
be expressing your time as you are alive and living in it. 
You can make the greatest work of art, and the greatest 
painting that has ever been painted, and if it is not in 
your time, who cares? It's not even valid. For me the cul- 
ture, the physical or the visual world, is the mirror of my 
awareness.
C.: Yes, and you take the bits and pieces, the castoffs, the 
fragments of our society, which in themselves say something 
about our society, and you put them all together again in a 
new kind of order . . .
N.: Now I read the article in the Sunday's Times on Genet. 
I certainly have the greatest respect for him because he 
reversed things it's like a piece of velvet and he turns it 
over and uses the inside, nevertheless , he still is, for my 
kind of thinking, caught in the path of opposites: good and 
bad, black and white. Now, I feel, for my kind of thinking 
and for my comfort, that I need a place where it's one. I 
don't need the paradoxes on any level and I don't even choose 
to make that distinction. I can understand using it because 
it creates a tension even in silence, even in music sound 
where there is no music, there is still a tension. Now for 
example it's like the difference between burning and white 
heat where there is the degree of white heat, you see nothing 
Or take an automobile if it's going fast, you can't see the 
spokes, you just see a PHOOOMMM . . . where if it's going 
slowly, you can count every one of those spokes. So the per- 
son who wants to express something will cause a shift too. 
But I like to think that where I am has all the intensity, 
the light, the speed and the white heat that will burn you in 
a second. But it seems as if that is still, the final thing 
is quiet. That doesn't mean death; that means total life-- 
no intrusions. ,
C.: That would be the Zen ideal. You go up on the mountain 
and experience total enlightenment and when you come down, 
you see everything is really totally a part of the whole. 
even though there are all these fragments.
My Interest is to Reveal to Myself 
the Greatest Possibility of Life
N.: I haven't gone into Zen, but I've never considered myself 
a student and I don't want to study anything. I don't want 
to make anything that isn't where my interests lie. Where 
my true interest lies, is in myself, and to reveal to myself 
the greatest possibility of life. 
C.: That would be the highest goal.
N.: yes , but I feel that that is my true heritage. I'm will- 
ing to give my life for it. You're supposed to tap it some- 
where, and I've tapped it enough for my kind of awareness. 
If one had a voltage of awareness, say, like those great 
geniuses, Beethoven or Picasso, their awareness, their demand, 
then the objective would be what they have done. Mine will 
be what I have done. We are limited. But I don't want to 
reach for what they've done that is their reflection. I 
might like to sing like Caruso, but that isn't my role and I 
don't want to imitate Caruso. He's done his . . . I'm only 
doing the mirror of my own reflection.
C.: I used to read Emerson and he talks about each person 
having their own particular wonderful thing, their own 
potential. It's as if we're each a seed and it has to open 
up and develop in its own way. Each thing grows separately, 
and yet each thing is very much part of the total. 
N.: You know, it's very interesting, because if you speak 
like this , people who are not aware of things think you are 
high and mighty or they think you are a little insane. But 
that is all in stupidity.
C.: To get into a more specific area, I understand that now 
you're working in metals and you're doing large pieces which 
will be outdoors. Evidently, most of your work is been for
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indoors. It seems to me as if you're reaching out into new 
areas by putting your work outside where it's more available. 
Did you think about that when you decided to do these large 
sculptural pieces?
N.: No,_I didn't. Now, I would really love to see the large 
pieces in a big public building indoors , where there are 
enclosures. I think putting a sculpture outdoors, which I'm 
doing, is a kind of carry-over, it's a romantic concept. I 
think that even those big big pieces of mine would look 
magnificent indoors. Now, a collector bought one of those 
great big things, we call them the Trees, for her garden, 
it's a penthouse with a patio on Park Avenue, and I said, 
"Please don't put it there. Take it and put it in the center 
of your living room and you will have a setting." She's 
intelligent and has an enormous layout, so she did that, and 
it changed her whole life. We make too much of that indoor- 
outdoor. Where is that palace in France? . :
Louise Nevelson, "Seventh Decade Garden Installation", 1971 ..,-  
Photoi William Suttle, Courtesy Pace Gallery ?
C.: Versailles?
N.: Yes. Well, they have formal gardens; they give nature 
a structure. They don't let nature go wild then I like it. 
C.: I see, you always aim towards structure. 
N.: Now, one of our great sculptors had a show in the south- 
ern part of France. That work was beautiful, but it was 
spread all over the garden and you got the feeling of chaos. 
If I were to be invited to show there, I would have platforms 
built and then I would have plants in back of them, so that 
each piece would have its presence and would not be lost. 
C.: Yes because when it's in nature it's without a structure. 
N.: It's romantic and it's lost.
Life is a whopping experience
C.: A friend of mine who is an artist said, for him art was 
a way to stave off the chaotic, to escape the terribleness 
of existence. He felt everything that an artist did was a 
response to this terrible sense of a void, a means of creat- 
ing something that would protect him from this chaotic 
experience of the world. It's a kind of necessity out of 
fear.
N.: I don't think it's a frightening experience. I think 
it's a whopping experience. But naturally we re-translate 
language because man needs language but we use it in the past 
sense. For instance, the romantic concept was that art is 
beautiful and that the artist is trying to make a masterpiece. 
You know, when I hear that it makes me sick. I don't demand 
that all work be a masterpiece. I think what I'm doing is the 
right thing- for me that is what I am and this is living. It 
reflects me and I reflect it.
Now you don't expect every child to be a master or a 
genius who would want it I think the concept is insanity. 
We're living and we are doing what we understand. We walk 
on two feet, we're vertical; we lie down, we're horizontal. 
Those are the two opposites. And if you go back to Emerson, 
you know that in between the eyes is the "I." All right, 
then comes Freud and he calls it the ego. Well, what's wrong 
with the ego? When anybody comes to me and says, "You're 
selfish," I'm so happy. I wish they would say, "You're the 
most selfish person on earth."
Look, darling, I didn't give birth to myself and you 
inherit a lot of stuff right on your back from birth. You're 
given a load of shit at birth. Now I don't WANT TO INHERIT: 
I want to choose my life and build it to suit me. I have a 
theory for myself that everyone has a certain extension where 
they would like space. Some need more and some need less.
^ ..?w continued
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It's tne same with wealth. We have a yardstick. We can 
handle a certain amount, beyond that we go nuts. Some can 
handle a billion times more than others and they don't go 
nuts. Others go nuts if they don't have it. So you see, we 
have measurements within ourselves.
To go back to the work, I don't demand of it and I never 
did demand. I hate the word intellectual that offends me. 
And I'll tell you another word that is poison for me and that 
is logic. What has that got to do with life? You'd better 
use a yardstick. Well, why should we reduce or measure or 
take the time to measure? We're breathing. You don't measure 
your breathing and you don't stop your breathing. Life is 
life.
C.: What about the idea of making qualitative judgments? In 
order to exist we make judgments all the time. We can't help 
that. It's true that every person does what he or she can, 
but still we say that some people do it better than others. 
N.: I don't know what you're talking about. Of course we make 
judgments from the time you open your eyes in the morning 
until you go to bed. You cross the street, you're not going 
to have an automobile come and kill you. Not to go is a 
judgment. But that's a different judgment than the great 
intellectual judgments and that other word that I used that 
I don't like ... 
C.: Logic!
Anyone Who Aspires to Happiness is Crazy
N.: The logic Logic, where you ponder and, oh dear, it sounds 
so fancy what in the hell do you need it for? It measures 
you and limits you. See now, take a word like imagination. 
What does imagination mean? Imagination means you've got it 
in a thinking moment. That's thinking. But why do you have 
to go through and take steps and steps and steps. If you 
walk to Bonwit Tellers you'd walk for a week. But now we 
have things that carry us. Well, we wouldn't have things that 
carry us unless there were people on earth that are already 
aware of them. They have given us the vehicles.
Now, imagination is not vague. Imagination is flash 
thinking, instantaneous. Now, happiness, what does happiness 
mean? I think that anyone who aspires to be happy is crazy. 
I think on earth you open your eyes in one fleeting second, 
and when you do this around the world and see the prisons and 
the dens and the dope and poverty . . . Nol I can't conceive 
of anyone even aspiring to be happy.
C.: Well, it's a concept that you can't really pin down. 
N.: That's right. It has no meaning. It has no validity. 
And I think that the sooner that language really re-structures 
itself and doesn't use those words the better we'll be. Sup- 
pose you are aiming for happiness and you define it; it can 
ruin your life. "I-want-this- I want that- I need this and 
you give your whole life to it. You pitch your life to that 
goal and the rest cf the things that come Into your life, 
which could have meaning, are meaningless. And so you are 
flying in an area that has no basis.
C.: Yet in terms of your own career, you've had many disap- 
pointments and hardships. 
N.: I don't say that. You're saying it. 
C.: Well, Okay, you don't think you had any. 
N.: Well, I didn't think like that. Of course, I wanted to 
cut my throat for maybe forty years, but I didn't. I didn't 
want to take one minute out of my time to not claim it. If 
I wanted to throw it away, I claimed it anyway. Someone 
didn't pull me out. Or if I chose to agree with someone, 
that was my motivation. When you are born a little ahead of 
your time you're born in your time--but most people are 
living on different levels. We know that marriage, as we 
understand it, is hideous. Yet everyday you pick up the 
paper and everyone is getting married. So are they living in 
their times or aren't they? Some move faster in-their time 
and some never move at all.
C.: I understand that very well. But sometimes when one is 
out of step with the times or feels that the culture needs to 
be changed or to be recreated, you have to fight to do that, 
you have to make an effort. When there are injustices you 
try to change them even if they will always exist, you still 
have to try. It isn't always possible to accept what is. I 
want to get into the question of being a woman artist. Now 
you are a great woman artist and you were creating in a time 
when there was great prejudice towards women. Were you able 
to accept this? Were you able to live with it? Did you try 
to change it? Did you fight against it?
On Being a Woman Artist
N.: Now let me explain From my earliest days, from 4 1/2, 
every teacher I had, knew that I was gifted. Now that gave me 
my terra firma. People, if you speak to them will say "How 
arrogant she is, she's so sure." I've heard this. I'm not 
at all arrogant. When you see a thing and you recognize that 
that's yours, you know if it's within you. You have to have 
the equipment take a dancer a dancer has to have the equip- 
ment of a body, a physical body, to manifest its fulfillment. 
Now, in what we call art, you have to have the equipment. 
You can run things, but you can't learn the well of life be- 
cause you have to be born with that that's your heritage. I
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am as sure as every breath I take, that that is my heritage. 
On earth, we humans liv^ where we can afford that isn't 
where we want to live. We eat what we can afford that isn't 
what we want to eat. We marry whom we can get not the ones 
we want to marry. And so, we are every day adjusting to 
placement. I had determined, very early in life, that I 
didn't want second best or below. I wanted something to 
reflect me and what I was aware of totally. And that's what 
I did, but I knew I had the price to pay. 
C.: Yes, the price.
N.: I had the energy. I think sometimes we really generate - 
our own energy to fulfill this.
C.: But you as a woman artist had a greater price to pay. 
N.: All right, but many men artists don't have the equipment 
to pay what I did. So, for me, living in a man's world was 
difficult, because we ourselves were conditioned. If we were 
ill, we'd get a man doctor, if we needed legal advice, we 
went to a man. We felt their physical brawn was our support. 
I recognized that, but I also felt that men were no challenge 
to me personally. 
C.: Yet, you are a great supporter of women's liberation.
I AM a Woman's Liberation :;
N.: Of course, because I am a woman's liberation. But that 
doesn't annihilate anything, just because I was aware of this. 
I felt I could handle myself, but as a body in the universe, 
I think one has to take a stand. Now another thing is, I 
feel totally female. I didn't compete with men, and I don't 
want to look like a man! I love being a lady and dressing 
up and masquerading and wearing all the fineries. I'm break- 
ing down the idea that the artist has to look poor, with 
berets. I think that artists should have anything they want. 
If you have studied anything, you know goddam well that we 
don't make price tag imagery. We should take and wear what 
we like, and not, "I can't wear this, I can't wear that," or 
"what'll she say, what won't she say." I just got myself a 
chinchilla. So fuck 'urn. Yes, the fur paisley's on the 
outside. I like fun, and I like men. I've always enjoyed 
them and I also enjoy women. But what I mean is leave men 
where they are, leave women where they are. The point is 
that men are as enslaved as women are and it's only after 
they recognize it that they too will be free. Human beings, 
every individual, has the hope of their life. If they have 
the organs of a female, let them be totally that. If they 
have the organs of a male, let them be that. Once you be- 
come aware and free, you will give freedom to somebody else. 









women artists, young women who are aspiring. After all, 
there have been people who have been gifted and have fallen 
by the wayside because, for one reason or another, they  ; 
didn't have the support; they didn't have the confidence. 1- 
N.: That is the flaw within those people. They hadn't the 
confidence. You see, a gift is not enough, a gift has to be 
supported. We are like a building. You can put up the most 
beautiful building in the world, but if it hasn't the 
structure to hold it up, it collapses. I feel that it's a 
flaw within people that they don't dare to take what belongs 
to them that total true heritage. * 
C.: True, but sometimes the barriers are so great! 
N.: I'll tell you what I think. I've taught, and the first
continued 15
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thing I did when I taught art, was not"to teach art. I 
taught the students to clean their minds, to take that mind 
and polish it daily, to throw out what they don't need and not 
to clutter it. Don't remember every telephone number, don't 
remember every address, don't remember every name. Keep it 
open and keep it empty, so that when you see something, you 
see it totally. Don't go around with a bunch of things in 
your head that you don't need. The richest people in the 
world drive those big cars with chauffeurs and all and they 
never carry anything. But go down here at the bowery and 
the poor men and the poor women, particularly, always have 
bags of rags and bags of things. Somehow it supports their 
nothingness. You see it in the reverse. The mind is the 
same.
C.: The richer you are, the less you need. 
N.: Exactly, the richer you are the less the mind needs to 
carry so much. It's the carrying that breaks us down over 
this and that hurt and all those everyday contacts. It is 
true that every religion and all institutions give us formulas 
 formulas. Be modest. Be puritan. Be ugh clean. All 
these things. And we get caught in them. But people that 
come to the surface see through it and cut through it. They 
don't permit these teachings to load them down. That's what 
I meant earlier about language. You get caught all your 
life in a phrase or two which is deadening. That's in 
prison! Physically a prison has bars. We have our animals 
in bars, even at Central Park or anywhere. Some day we are 
hoping to do away with that. But people who haven't con- 
formed on a certain level are.put behind bars we reduce 
them to animals. But we humans, through our awareness, free 
ourselves. We clean out. 
C.: Very often we need others to guide us. 
N.: Oh yes! that's right. 
C.: Mostly by the example that they set.
N. : Well, yes, but also by what they want themselves, and"it 
isn't easy. But when I think that living a life to conform
Louise Neveison, "Black Chord", 1964, Painted Wood 
Photoi Ferdinand Boesch, Courtesy Pace Gallery
to everything is dead so who needs that? So you deaden 
everything and you have no more desires you're like a robot. 
Where you really understand, of course, you'll pay a price. 
But, it seems to me, that that's a dear, delightful thing to 
do even if it kills us because the other is death anyway. 
C.: And you really went ahead and did what you had to do. 
N.: You bet your sweet life. I didn't ever give myself 
credit for whether I'm bright or not bright that doesn't 
interest me. But the young people have begun to call me 
Mother Courage and I accept it, because I got very curious 
about life. I wanted to live life and I didn't want to re- 
strict it. I wanted totality what life is all about and 
I threw myself into it.
C.: But when you talk about art having a gender, do you look 
at it in an objective way? When I look at works of art, I 
can't tell the sex of the person that did it. Do you think 
that you can do that?
N. : No, I can't do it, and I don't think it matters. I'm 
prolific, you know, because I don't demand perfection, and 
I feel that the doing of it is where I'm living, not looking 
and hunting for something. Consequently, I feel that my work 
is very powerful, and therefore people might think it's a 
man's work. Well, don't you think that's a false premise? 
I feel that women and men, but I mean the individual, can 
be totally feminine and still be totally powerful. But I do 
feel my work is feminine. I don't think any man would ever 
execute work as I do. For instance, I take a scissors and 
cut certain woods. I've never heard a man doing that a man
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would know the mechanics. I have less tools than anyone in 
the world. I'm primitive that way, but that's probably what 
gave me what I have. .;../ 
C.: And yet there are male artists who are using stitchery 
and sewing and so on . . .
N.: Well, that's all right! Who said it belonged to females? 
C.: A man could take a scissors too ...
N.: He would now. Now, you see, it's freed itself, but I'm 
talking about when I did it, maybe thirty years ago. Or, if , 
I wanted, bent wood, I'd get some wood and put it in my bath- 
tub' and let the water in there. I didn't know what would 
happen. Since then, I've learned that it has been done but 
I didn't know I just instinctively did these things. 
C.: But would you say that that really should be attributed 
to your femaleness, or maybe, it's the total you! 
N.: Exactly'. I feel that in my being there's a bit of 
originality what does that mean, originality! away from the 
norm? I don't mean that. I mean that's where Mother Courage 
comes in I'll try it\ Before I read a book or telephone to . 
find out, I'll try something immediately. That's why I pro-;" 
duce so much usually you can make things work. For instance, 
I'll find a piece of wood with nails in it and I'll use it. 
Now one day, many years ago, I said, "Well, since I like these 
nails that are in wood, I'll do it." 'So I hammered them into 
a piece of wood. It became so self-conscious and regimented; 
I couldn't use it. You see, I recognise this and this. Now, 
to go back to the concept of male, female. No matter how we  ;: 
will meet, male-female, we mustn't want men to be women or 
women to be men. They must be what they are. But in think- 
ing and developing, they will be free\ Freedom, we need . . . 
C.: Yes, but it seems to me that the supposed attributes of 
male-female are really universal attributes and that women 
have all the qualities that men have and vice-versa. We are 
all male and female together.
N.: Of course, but I do feel, as I said, that my work is 
feminine. I can't conceive of it being anything else, because 
I feel so feminine. How could I want to do anything but 
mirror.myself?
C.: But, again, what do you mean by feminine? You're into 
that whole definition thing again.
N.: Oh yes, well, I feel this way when I say feminine I 
don't want to superimpose out of my shell. For instance, 
when I speak to people, male or female, I speak to them pretty 
much the same, if they have the capacity to communicate with 
me. I don't make this distinction and that distinction. 
Where a woman knows a person knows that totality and that 
person knows her, they meet and they may even almost neutral- 
ize each other.
What I think we have to recognize, as we've already 
said, is that we were educated all wrong to be puritan and 
to bow to the elders and to never offend another person. 
For Christ's sake, if you do all that, there is nothing left 
of you.
On the Jewish Art Mafia
C.: That's true but now, let's take a specific incident. I 
was outraged at the exhibition that Henry Geldzahler put on 
because he set up a certain premise and he ... 
N.: He didn't include me! Henry Geldzahler had a profile in 
the New Yorker about six weeks ago and he came out and said 
that Greenberg is the greatest critic of our time and that he 
looks to Greenberg for his analysis. He trusts Greenberg. It 
was a very interesting article because while the author 
praised, he tore. He called Greenberg and his group the 
Jewish Mafia. He said how Greenberg has established, in 
painting, a little Mafia group. There's Michael Fried at 
Harvard, where he holds seminars, and there's that girl  
what's her name Rosalind . . . 
C.: Krauss.
N.: Yes. Now, I have never met Michael Fried; nor have I 
ever met Rosalind Krauss, but let me tell you what happened. 
I have collectors and their children go to Harvard I could 
say almost a dozen young people, who are very bright. They 
wanted to write their theses on me. Well, Michael Fried
Louise Neveison "Young Trees" Installation at Pace, 19?lt Black, 
Painted Wood, Photo William Suttle, Courtesy Pace Gallery
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telephones Greenberg every day, and Greenberg calls up 
Michael Fried every day. So Fried says to the students, "why 
do you want to write a thesis on her!" Now, I've never met 
the man, so it isn't persona I; I hava never met this Krauss, 
but the same thing happened. These people have studied and 
they want to write a thesis and Krauss says what do you want 
to write a thesis on her for? Now, I -ell you candidly, that 
at_my age I'm past seventy, I'ir> a great grandmother I'm not 
going to get excited over that. I have made a reputation . . 
C.: And what's exciting is that you have surfaced without 
them.
N.: Not only that, but not even r*vid Smith, Rothko, DeKooning 
nor any of my good friends, have u. te reputation that I have 
in Europe and in Japan I have an international reputation. 
When I say that, dear, I don't want you to think that I am 
boasting about myself. I am only saying that my mind is a 
bit_more universal it isn't chauvinistic it isn't local-- 
it is universal, and so they recognize it. Actually, I was 
recognized in Europe, long before I was in America and I'm 
in all the museums from all the countries I don't even know 
where I am. And I mentioned it because I don't want to fight 
Greenberg. I'm too old\ And I don't want to fight Henry 
Geldzahler, I don't want to fight anyone because I'm still 
the creator sitting on my arse and they're only critics that 
I don't respect. Now that's true, I have called my shots on 
earth. I have had a blueprint on my life and that's why I 
am positive about it. Now you can see that I'm a bit shy 
and I can get hurt by dropping a handkerchief ... I can 
croak or something . . . but where my creation is, I am 
totally one piece. When they didn't include me, I didn't 
even know. I don't know half of the places I'm in. So some- 
one says, "You know Louise, you're not included." So I called 
my gallery and I spoke to Fred Mueller, and I said, "Fred, I 
hear I'm not included at the Met." And he said, "Yes." I 
said, "How long have you known this?" And he said, "Several 
months," and he was so apologetic. I said, "Oh look 
sweetie, I'm older than you are. I've been around. I'll 
get more publicity out of this." And it happened. 
C.: By excluding you Geldzahler pinpointed the discrimination 
which exists not only against women, but against any artist 
who is not of the Greenberg persuasion. You became a eauae 
celebre.
N.: Now today, we received a magazine, Artforum and it's 
"Greenberg said, and Greenberg said." And it's photographs 
of Morris Louis whose hand Greenberg held to paint his 
pictures. Then there's Noland it's a whole magazine about 
Noland and Olitsky. He's been pounding the balls off those 
boys since he got hold of them. 
C.: You mean that he tells them what to do? 
N. : He holds the brush that paints the picture. 
C.: Don't you feel sorry for them?
N.: To^Hell with them! When I saw Noland get a prize from 
Brandeis, some time ago, Greenberg was there he walked like 
a puppy dog behind him. Now wait, now wait, there's a gallery 
in Toronto, Mirvish, and they came to New York and cultivated 
me through my gallery and we had a show there. The next 
year the calendar came in this form Olitski, Louis, and 
Frankenthaler and the gang and I'm not in it. Wait ... I 
didn't give a ehit about-that. That's fine with me, because 
I don't want to join anybody.
They are Choking Creativity
I'm a soloist, I'm on my two feet, and I got good big 
feet. So here I am. But look at it. You go to London and 
you know, Greenberg is a king, the great authority . . . 
people are afraid all over the world. Now if I had been
having Michael Fried as a puppet for Greenberg. I'd like to 
take a gun and shoot that other little snot-nose up there for 
calling Greenberg every minute. "Can I write and Can't I 
write?" Hasn't she got a brain of her own? Hasn't she even 
got an ear of her own? But what I'm telling you is this  
sure, they undermined me. Now, at the moment they are, what 
you call underground, but that doesn't mean that they're 
dead. Why should I, one woman, undertake to fight those 
monsters? I'd rather go into a bear's den. But I can't 
accept them anyway . . . though I'm past seventy and my 
career's set. But I feel that it is so undemocratic. I feel 
that it is so much like Hitler. And I think that it is 
choking creativity. I've always been independent from child- 
hood and I would never accept, in any walk of my life, that 
kind of a performance. 
C. : It can't last.
N.: Can't last: it's been lasting! The government sends 
these monsters to lecture . . . look at what little Henry did 
in Washington give prizes. The thing is, that this is more 
deadly than a bomb. When you take the spirit from people, 
the creative spirit, what are you going to have? 
C.: Puppets, robots. Well, it's time to start fighting back. 
N.: Yes, but Greenberg, Michael Fried, Krauss, hold the power. 
They have had the power for maybe a dozen years. I've never 
met these people, but they teach seminars. They have power  
just like the Mafia. I think it has to be fought, and I 
can't understand why the art world, as a body, have permitted 
this Mafia to thrive. 
C.: I think it's largely a question of the artist's position
which is very shakey, very tenuous. So artists have given up 
their autonomy, to a large degree, and they have delegated it 
to these people who speak well. They think they are good 
salesmen, and that's really where it's at.
N.: And at a good percentage. Now look. A friend of mine, 
Edward Paolozzi, wrote me a letter and said, "Anthony Caro is . 
going to America and would you see him?" and I said, "Yes." 
So they came to this country, he and his wife, and I invited 
them^for dinner., because of Edward. Caro brought photographs 
of his work, arid they were fat, ugly women . . . that was his 
sculpture. And so we became acquainted. The next day, he 
met Greenberg and David Smith. They put him in Bennington to 
teach so he made a living right away and the next day he was 
making those sculptures that he does today. Now, no mind can 
be transformed in twenty minutes. So I have no use for 
Anthony Caro even though he may be a great one in London with ' 
his stuff. Greenberg put him there and he took off. But ' 
Greenberg and his friends, they're a dangerous bunch ... 
This interview will start a whole controversy all over the 
world.
C.: Everybody's been afraid to do it. But things are changing 
now. But it's going to take a while . . .
N.: I don't think it should take a while. It should come out 
in the open, but you me, we're not enough! If people would 
support us ...
C.: I think it's happening, I really do, it's just that the 
art world is scared. They're really frightened little people. 
But our whole society is changing. Our kids, especially, are 
rocking the boat and there is no way to stop them. You can't 
keep people quiet anymore. There are artists who have been 
ignored because they didn't fit into the mold; they're angry  
everybody's angry and they've had it. Who are these people 
to tell us what we have to do and what we have to think? It's 
a much more democratic thing that is beginning to happen. 
It's a surge that's coming through. I write for Artemagazine ; 
they are_changing their policy. The Feminist Art Journal will 
ielp do it . . .we don't give a damn . . . we're underground. 
There are possibilities. You know, most of us have had it! 
N.: But look, let me explain what Harold Rosenberg did. When 
we were in Mexico this lovely, noted beautiful, young woman 
sculptor she's the head of the museum too gave a dinner. I 
uad seen a poster in the museum because Mexico paid Harold, 
I don't know, a thousand or two, to select five of our noted 
painters and sculptors to have a show in the museum which he 
did. He picked out DeKooning, from the Hamptons, which was 
wonderful, and then David Hare, who no one knows about any- 
nore, and a few others. I said to the museum director, 
"Couldn't he have done better since you paid a couple of 
thousand dollars and he came to lecture and all? She answered 
"Well, I must say, Mrs. Nevelson, since you're having dinner 
at my home, I was disappointed you weren't in it." She might 
have said it for graciousness, that can happen, so I said 
"fine." When I got back, at some party, I said, "Harold, I 
saw who you selected for your show in Mexico. Aren't there 
any greater artists than David Hare? I mean he's a forgotten 
man." He says, "He's my neighbor in the Hamptons." Now, what 
has that got to do with art?
C.: Well, they don't care. It's art politics. It's who you 
know. It's washing each others hands. It's a little group. 
But you know there's a great Unwashed which is coming togeth- 
er. There is an insurrection taking place now. 
N.: And it's necessary.
C.: It's got to happen. Lawrence Alloway just wrote in the 
Nation that it's time that the Whitney Annual was opened up. 
He. says let's have everybody in, because who is doing the 
picking anyway? What are their criteria? Who the hell are 
they?
Diana and I Make Movies
N.: And why are they doing the picking? Look at the Whitney's 
film department. Diana and I make movies, we're incorporated, 
and our title is Ion Crystal Films. We've made quite a few  
the one that we'll be showing this fall, when my own show goes 
on in October, will be the one that Diana made on me. It's 
surrealistic, and certainly the language and the positions of 
the movie are very unique, very special, very different. We ' 
showed it, for the first time in public at the Minneapolis 
Walker Arts Center. So we're here; we're a whole thing by 
ourselves.
C.: You're terrific because you go into every area. You don't 
stay put for a minute.
N.: I made a hundred collages last summer. They'll be in the 
show in October. We'll have both floors of the Pace Gallery 
for a month. Then there's the metal things ... I go to 
Lippencott and work with the men there. I can even project 
into time and say there may come a time when we may not even 
need visual art as such.
C.: You are in the forefront. You talked before about the 
fact that you are a person who was born ahead of your time 
and it's very hard to be in that position. But eventually, --. 
people catch up with you and know that you've been in the 
forefront. "
On Bant Hofmann and Diego Rivera
C.: Later on you studied with Hans Hofmann? 
N.: I studied with him in Germany and I never cared for the 
man. He was a good teacher, but that isn't the point. Every 
student that came to him said "Herr Doctor." He never looked 
at them. They were all Americans and they came there. I 
never saw him. He had already been in Berkeley that summer 
and the next year he came to America. That was in 1931, and 
he came to America in 1932, so I saw what was going on. He 
was kissing the asses of the rich ones and that made me mad. 
He had come to America and was a little frightened and he 
was playing up to them. I didn't cross the ocean to go to 
his school to see it and that always offends me anyway. So 
I wouldn't let him touch first base with me. I just couldn't 
stand it. 
But wait, I'11 tell you what burnt Greenberg up once. I 
have a sister who has a private house on Eleventh Street, 
Fifth and Eleventh, and one evening, some years ago, she had 
fireenberg and Rothko and Hofmann over. So Hofmann", whom I 
hadn't seen (I never looked him up in Provincetown I never 
go there anyway) looks at me (I have a wall at my sister's) 
and says, "You know you are an original. This is magnifi- 
cent." And Greenberg didn't like that. For no reason he 
says, "Hans, you are a great artist." Then, Hofmann, whom I 
never cared for said, and I'll never forget this, "This is 
original, I gave too much for teaching and I have to live 
longer to find myself. I have not found myself." 
C.: He conceded that!
N.: Yes, he conceded that, and that killed Greenberg. That 
contradicted Greenberg, because he was writing a book on him. 
I don't know whether it had been published or not at that 
point. But I thought to myself, Hofmann was in America, he 
was successful, he made money, and finally he said that he 
had not yet found himself. He became more honest and con- 
fronted himself. That's worth something. We'll have to give 
him that.
C.: What led you to Diego Rivera?
N.: Marjorie Eden, she's a movie actress now, a society girl 
from San Francisco, wonderful girl. Girl? she's my age now. 
Marjorie was in Hofmann's class, and as much as I wasn't crazy 
about him in Germany, I still went to his class at the League. 
One day he picks up my drawing of a nude and says to the   
class, "This is bigger than life." Well, all the students be- 
gan looking at me. So, Marjorie Eden became my friend. She 
had already done work with Diego in Mexico and she said, 
"Would you like to be Diego's assistant?" and I said, "Yes." 
So we combined, we took two studios with Diego and his wife 
Frieda the four of us. And we entertained every evening-  
Diego and Frieda had open house. In that house you'd see a 
king and you'd see a laborer. He never made a distinction  
never. There was nothing he wouldn't give you. He didn't 
have lines like "I can't," "I don't."
One day he took me to Leighton's when they were on 8th 
Street. He knew Leighton from Mexico, and he said, "Take 
these things, I want you to have them." Well, I'm a friend 
of Frieda, and I'm conventional yet, so I can't take things 
from him. Well, he insisted, so I took something. Then I 
gave Frieda an antique piece of jewelry. The thing is, if I 
had said, "I want the moon," he'd have said, "Alright, I'll 
get the moon for you." When he got finished with Radio City, 
they gave him $5,000. Everyone knew; they smelled it. There 
was a stream for a week. There were two doors, the service 
door and the front door in the building right off 13th 
Street, 810 West 13th Street, and every day there would be a 
.line that would be ringing the service door. Now, he never 
turned anyone away. He always gave, but he didn't just 
hand you the money, it would be in an envelope and that was 
given. Now, that is the truth and I observed it. Then he 
had to get tickets to go on a boat and of course he had no 
money after that to get his ticket. So his friends collected 
money, bought his tickets, took him and his Frieda bodily and 
put them on the boat. And that's the truth. 
C.: What a story!
N.: And he always wore overhauls, he never liked to dress up, 
maybe a little in the evening, but not much. We would walk, 
and you know, the little pushcarts on Fifth Avenue near . . . 
 they have cherries, 20 cents a bag, he would buy them, no 
washing or anything, and he'd eat them. If someone would 
come along, a laborer, and say, "Are you Diego Rivera," he'd 
say, "Yes, oh have some cherries." He was always like that. 
C.: That's security--a person who knows who he is doesn't have 
to prove anything.
N.: And his wife Frieda- she was the same. She was his pupil, 
but he didn't believe in marriage, and while he was married 
to Frieda, he was going with her sister and oh, they were 
busy busy all the time. He just loved Mae West and Gypsy 
Rose Lee that was the dream. 
C.: That was before women's liberation.
N.: But he was liberated. He didn't feel this boundary line, 
never, never.
C.: I suppose he felt that people should come together freely 
because they care about each other.
N.: If you want to analyze it, we're all born out of a cunt. 
We dress up to go to the king's palace to eat and then we go 
to the bathroom. What is this goddamn thing if you want to 
face it? It's our stupidity. And if two people want to 
communicate, that's their business. But we have so many 
things we cannot really communicate until we free ourselves. i
This interview iaaa originally printed in CHANGES but 
went quickly out of print before most women could read it.
METHODOLOGY continued
the males who paint her. To express the differences, it will 
be necessary to examine the few documents, notes or letters 
which one might salvage from archives still harboring words 
of the artists. Lacking the words, we could operate instead 
on the visual level; actual comparisons of a group of say, 
seventeenth century Italian renderings of Judith killing 
Holofernes by male and female artists could be examined with 
an eye to possible consistent differences or lack thereof. 
In combination with this analysis would go an examination 
of women's social situation in seventeenth century Italy and 
a questioning of whether they felt themselves oppressed or 
free, heroic or restricted. Similarly perhaps the contem- 
porary artists who paint centralized womb-like forms (as in 
the work of Georgia O'Keeffe or Judy Chicago) think of those 
forms in very different ways if they are female. One has 
corroborative data on this from artists like Judy Chicago 
or Miriam Schapiro who, as American feminists, are aware of 
specifically biological and psychological sources for their 
art in their identity as women." These two make abstract 
forms and they are involved in the women's liberation move- 
ment. Both factors define them as part of a particular time 
and place with special historical characteristics. The 
analysis of their work must be based, then, not solely on 
formal problems, but on their consciousness of themselves. 
Their evaluation may, in fact, be biased along Freudian 
psycho-sexual lines, but this too becomes part of the dis- 
cussion. Freudian theory is a part of a twentieth century 
intellectual heritage, and it will be a strong factor in the 
language which many modern artists use to think about their 
work and explain it. Thus there will be at least three parts 
to the method in considering work by modern women: the nature 
of contemporary style as an expression of feelings and ideas , 
feminist consciousness, and Freudian (or other, such as Zen, 
Marxian, Hegelian, etc.) ways of thinking.
It is possible that women's experience has influenced 
their art and made it quite distinctive but that historians 
and critics have been utterly 'unaware of it. There is also 
the chance that female artists have often so thoroughly 
absorbed male ideals and standards that they don't think of 
their art in ways different from men. A consideration of a 
"Dialogue Between Elaine de Kooning and Rosalyn Drexler" 5 
reveals their sense of being somehow similar in work or 
career to male colleagues. For example, "E. To be put in 
any category not defined by one's work is to be falsified. 
We're artists who happen to be women or men among other 
things we happen to be tall, short, blonde, dark, . . .  
that are in no way relevant to our being artists." Or, 
"There are no obstacles in the way of a woman becoming a 
painter "tor sculptor other than the usual obstacles an artist 
has to face." 6 Whether or not we agree with these comments, 
whether the commenters would still agree, is less important 
than that we recognize their frequency of use by male and 
female artists and their denial of the element of oppression 
in the experience of female artists.
If we are to make a clear assessment of women's art, 
we shall have to by-pass the all-encompassing question, "What 
is female in women's art?" Instead, we must move into parti- 
cular consideration of time, place and social structure as 
these factors affect women's lives, their consciousness of 
themselves as women, and the work they do as artists. 7
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a fine parallel, see Otto Brendel's "Prolegomena to 
>ok on Roman Art," Memoirs of the American Academy in
For 
a Bo
Rome, volume XXI, 1953, p. 2ff, in whi-h.many of the same 
problems are dealt with as Brendel shows how art histori- 
cal attitudes to Roman art have changed and moved gradu- 
ally from total ignorance to discovery and then to the 
question, "What is Roman in Roman art?" Brendel shows 
how limiting that question is and how much it reveals 
about the approach of art historians of an earlier period. 
His points apply to women's art as well as to Roman art 
and provide excellent warning against the search for one 
single defining characteristic in women's art, whether 
it be biological, psychossexual, biographical, etc. The 
social and historical realities remain essential.  .
NEVELSON continued
N.: You mentioned before that you interviewed Helen Franken- 
thaler. You know, when I met her, there was a girl trying to 
lead a woman's group, and Helen came and a few others. I 
said hello to her a few times, I didn't really know her, and 
she didn't know me more than hello. She turned up her nose, 
she was younger, and said she would never have any part of a 
woman's group--that was years ago. Now, that was so stupid. 
I mean art is art. .^... 
C.: She's a very unhappy woman I believe.-;" " 
N.: I have no sympathy for her. She got everything along the 
way. She's used Greenberg. She's used everything in an 
abominable way. So why should I be sorry for her? 
C.: But she pays a price too.
N.: Well, everyone pays a price. That is what she wanted. 
That's her price. It's alright, if she had the price to pay, 
and she did. That's her business. Look, they had incomes, 
all of them. That sister of hers, Gloria Ross , is enormously 
wealthy and her husband was a broker. And Helen, she deserved 
Motherwell as an artist, and he deserved her. He's twice her 
age and they have great fortunes and wonderful prestige. 
Helen's father was a Supreme Court Justice, plenty of money. 
Motherwell's a Wells Fargo heir, his father's a big banker 
out in San Francisco. So here are these two families. Well, 
I'll tell you, I wouldn't give you two cents for either one. 
And if you ever hear him speak, so pedantic, and he doesn't 
know what's happening. He wouldn't know how to talk to you.
Wait I've got to tell you this. I was called up by 
Israel Shenker from The Hew York Times, and he said, "Mrs. 
Nevelson, tomorrow there's a panel, five people are meeting, 
and we hope to include you. You'll be the only woman to 
celebrate Picasso's 90th birthday." And I said, "Who are the 
other people?" (It was to be at the Academy of Arts and Let- 
ters.) He answered Motherwell, and another monster, the 
curator William Rubin from the Museum of Modern Art, and some 
goddamn cartoonist, David Levine. 
C.: He's my neighbor.
N.: Well, you should hear how he talks about Picasso, as if 
he's the genius and Pablo is shit. And wait, the other is 
Thomas Hess. Now here's what happened. I said, "I don't 
think they'd like to have me because, Mr, Hess has always 
blackballed any of the critics that have written about me, 
plus the fact that I've never been in his magazine." I also 
said, "Motherwell, I'm very unsympathetic with." Shenker 
says, "I just spoke to Mr. Motherwell, and he doesn't want to 
be in it because he and Hess don't get along." "Wait," I 
said, "well, under those circumstances, it's alright, I'll
go. So I go. Of course Hess kept us waiting half an hour
saying he couldn't get a taxi. Then they sat here and I sat 
here--I must say Rubin behaved nicer towards me but those 
other two men didn't say hello or anything. They didn't even 
see me. And have you ever seen me when I go out of the house? 
C.: You can't miss you.
N.: I put on a show. You can't miss me, you're goddamn right! 
I had a Scassi on. Well, anyway they sat here and I sat down 
and then this monster Levine who I could really throw right 
into the Hudson River -and this monster Rubin began to have 
a love fest. They're not talking about Picasso, they're talk- 
ing about Homer and they get very erudite both of them, you 







exchanging, they're just exchanging, exchanging. Finally, I'm 
just sitting, they don't say hello even, and so, I said, 
quietly, (I figured with these monsters, I'm in good company) 
"Mr. Shenker, I thought we came here to pay homage to Mr. 
Picasso? Well, what is this? You have to make a statement 
don't you? What you think about Picasso, that was the 
question wasn't it?" Then, I said, "Picasso is eternally 
young, and even now, at ninety, he is still young because 
creativity has no age." I went on a bit like that which is 
true. I could be dying, and I'd go downstairs. I do it 
because I'm moved to do it. It has no age. Of course, the 
physical body isn't as powerful as we go on, but still we
18
regenerate our own image. Then this monster Rubin says that 
he thinks that Matisse is the great genius of our times or 
something like that. I said, "Even Matisse took a great deal 
from Picasso, and as far as I can feel, in my long life, that 
when cubism came into being it gave us a structure and then 
we moved from there. That was our root. Just like Mary 
Wigman in the dance. Martha Graham was a great genius, but 
she couldn't have been Martha Graham without Mary Wigman. 
You see, as independent as we are, we have to have roots. 
C.: True.
Personal Convictions '
N.: I feel that if you have certain convictions (we are not 
living in a vacuum) and if you go to foreign places, to 
schools where no one knows you and you're recognized that's 
some convictions. You see, in our being we put and establish 
something.
C.: And it has nothing to do with power or politics or any 
of that nonsense. It has to do with what you feel. 
N.: Well, anyway, I am an optimist and that's a funny thing. 
I went to an analyst to ask about somebody else who was in my 
life and while I was there I said I might as well ask a few 
questions. He was a very noted analyst and he said to me, 
"you know you are the most masochistic person I have ever met." 
C.: Did he say why?
N.: Well he said, "because most people are aware that, to use 
a corny phrase, 'dog eats dog,' by the time they are in their 
teens, and you've conducted yourself as if the world is rosy." 
So I said to him, "How is it this wasn't too many years ago  
if I am like that, that I am where I am in my work and 
things?" And he said, "That is in spite of you." 
C.: I think you really knew everything and went ahead despite 
it.
N.: Well, you know why, I told you that earlier, I said my 
life is mine. Was I to allow them not to let me fulfill my 
life?
C.: I understand, because it's just what Emerson says. You 
don't owe anyone anything. The highest obligation a person 
has is to be themselves. There is nothing in this world that 
would stop you from being yourself.
N.: It's not easy and some people don't recognize themselves. 
C.: You can be called selfish but you know what's right for 
you and you have to have the courage to say, "I will do it!" 
N.: And if you fall down by the wayside, you pick yourself up. 
I never went through it like some of them, but I worked 
hard ... of course it's hard.
C.: But you fought a battle against overwhelming odds. 
N.: And I raised my son, and my son's a sculptor and he's a 
good sculptor, but it's been a little hard for him. I wasn't 
maternal ...
C. : But you know that's a whole lot of bullshit, because you 
gave him something that many mothers, most mothers, couldn't 
give. You gave him a sense of pride in you. I can under- . ' 
stand how you must have felt at times, how alone, because 
everything was against you . . . but to rise above it that 
took so much. You were asking for everything. You knew you 
were entitled to everything.
N.: I wouldn't want to live for a home. I think that we must 
put matter in it's place. That is Emerson too. You know, 
darling, we don't die from lack of food. We die from lack of 
devotion.
C.: But it's not easy to be one of the strong people like - 
you . . .
N.: Oh, I wouldn't call myself that. I saw myself as a 
playgirl. I had diamond bracelets, I had a little snap with 
clothes. I found myself attractive and I liked having a 
ball I still do. I never thought of myself as strong, as a 
fighter. If I fought it was out of despair drinking and 
despair.
C.: And you didn't give up anything. You didn't give up^being 
a mother, you didn't give up being a woman, and you remained 
an artist. I don't believe in those choices. There are 
women who say you can't have it all.
N.: I wanted to see how people function. Coming from the 
country, I was sold a bill of goods. Women were forced not 
to know anything. That's what made them neurotic. They were 
half dead, you see, and shackled mind and body according to 
the law. You know what I can't stand a man and woman who 
live together for 15, 20, HO years and they get a divorce, 
(she wants good alimony if she can get it) and she'll say 
"I wasted all my life." Well, this kills me. If I had had 
two million dollars, I would have given it to my ex-husband 
to get rid of him. I wanted my freedom. 
C.: You regret your marriage to him?
N.: There were two major things that I did in my life that 
were flaws, but I made those choices with my eyes open. If 
I had been freer and older, I would not have gotten married at 
that given time. I wasn't ready. But I didn't believe in 
myself when I was extremely young because I was brought up in 
the country and in the-country you're limited from every point 
of view. So I didn't believe that anyone could be that 
emancipated. People get married. And so I got married. 
Then I went to Janis. I knew I shouldn't have gone, but I 
*ent and it nearly killed me. I have no guilt about every- 
thing else I did with men, liquor or anything. 
C.: What interests me is that because you were a woman you 
were forced into the marriage situation. You were convinced 
that you needed a man to take you out of that setting. 
N.: I think that if I had been a little older I was 17 I 
hadn't even graduated yet and I couldn't believe my own self  
that was so new. So I didn't trust it. . .continued
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